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ASCENSION CIDER
PURPLE HAZE 4.0%

ASCENSION CIDER
SHIMMY 4.0%

Rich Cassis and Lemon create
an explosion of intense,
tart fruit.

A tart, refreshing blend of cider,
lemon & pineapple.

£57.00 | SWEET

£57.00 | SWEET

ASCENSION CIDER
WRATH 4.0%

ASCENSION CIDER
PILOT 4.8%

A fruit-forward blend of Wild
fermented cider, fresh apple
and red grape juices.

Smooth, fresh Braeburn juice was added to
wild fermented cider to bring that classic,
natural Ascension Cider experience.

£57.00 | SWEET

£47.00 | MEDIUM

ASCENSION CIDER
PER 4.8%

ASCENSION CIDER
MOTHERSHIP 6.0%

Beautifully balanced sweet
and pear flavours.

Slightly dry, full of orchard flavour,
sweet to medium.

£48.00 | SWEET

£47.00 | DRY

ASCENSION CIDER
SONIC TITAN 8.2%

ASPALLS OF SUFFOLK
CYDERKYN 3.8%

An 8.2% Medium Dry behemoth
of a cider. Ride out on clouds
of new horizon.

A clean aroma of fresh green apples
and toffee, give this uncarbonated
cyder a light to medium body.

£47.30 | MEDIUM

£47.30 | MEDIUM

CELTIC MARCHES
LILY THE PINK 4.5 %

CELTIC MARCHES
SLACK ALICE 4.6%

A medium fruity cider. Gorgeous pink
hew with intense fruity aroma
and very drinkable!

Fresh and fruity with a lovely apple
aroma. Gorgeous golden colour and
a balanced finish.

£44.00 | MEDIUM FRUITY

£40.00 | MEDIUM

CELTIC MARCHES
THUNDERING MOLLY 5.2%
Fresh and fruity with a lovely apple aroma.
Gorgeous golden colour and balanced.

£40.00 | MEDIUM

CELTIC MARCHES
ABRAHALLS AD 6.5%
A well rounded easy to drink, still dry cider.
The cider is made from a blend of bitter sweet
and sharp cider apples.

£43.00 | DRY

COTSWOLD CIDER CO
NO BRAINER 6.0%
Big bittersweet bear hug with monster depth
of tannic flavour that satisfies to the core.
Gripping, Rich and True.

£46.00 | DRY

COTSWOLD CIDER CO
YELLOWHAMMER
CARNIVAL 6.0%
A cloudy, rich, medium cider that’s full
of bittersweet tannins. A big bold fruity
mouth with generous apple pie finish.

£46.00 | MEDIUM
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COTSWOLD CIDER CO
FREAK SHOW 4.5%

COTSWOLD CIDER CO
SHE DEVIL 4.3%

A refreshing, full bodied medium real cider,
sharp and slight with a freaky tang.

A light and sensual, sweet real cider with
full flavour and a sting in the tail.

£46.00 | MEDIUM

£46.00 | SWEET

COTSWOLD CIDER CO
VOODOO GOLD 4.7%

GWYNT OF WALES
BLACK DRAGON 7.2%

Dry, full-on cloudy apple cider,
casting a spell on your senses with
a full bodied kick.

Renowned and award winning cider rich in
colour, body and flavour with a fresh,
fruity aroma.

£46.00 | DRY

£45.00 | MEDIUM DRY

GWYNT OF WALES
HAPPY DAZE 4.5%

GWYNT OF WALES
TWO TREES 4.5%

This cider has a fruity apply aroma and
a well balanced finish. A light and very
easy to drink medium cider.

A pale, fruity perry with an aroma of fruit
and a hint of honey on the palate.

£38.00 | MEDIUM

£47.00 | MEDIUM

GWYNT OF WALES
FARMHOUSE SCRUMPY 5.3%

GWYNT OF WALES
DOG DANCER 6.5%

Golden cider with a refreshing apple aroma.
Smooth balanced flavour that has a fresh,
crisp sharpness.

A smooth crisp cider that's a light
straw colour with a medium dry,
slightly sharp characteristic.

£40.00 | MEDIUM

£42.00 | MEDIUM DRY

LILLEYS OF SOMERSET
DARKCIDER 7.5%

LILLEYS OF SOMERSET
ELDERFLOWER 4.0%

Dark in colour it has woody and caramel
notes and has been carefully crafted to
appeal more to ale drinkers than our others.

Crisp somerset cider infused with heavenly
elderflower which creates this refreshing
and luxurious clean delicate cider.

£44.00 | MEDIUM

£50.00 | MEDIUM

LILLEYS OF SOMERSET
FIRE DANCER 4.5%

LILLEYS OF SOMERSET
GLADIATOR 8.5%

A traditional cloudy cider, with a rich rosy colour.
This cider has been packed full of apples to
really allow the taste to come through.

This strong rustic cider with its Roman flair has
everything. Well rounded, fruity, packed full of
flavour and intoxicatingly easy to drink.

£42.00 | MEDIUM

£48.00 | MEDIUM

LILLEYS OF SOMERSET
LEMON & LIME 4.0%

LILLEYS OF SOMERSET
MANGO 4.0%

A refreshing blend of tangy citrus fruits and
crisp Somerset cider to awaken your taste
buds, a real taste of summer.

An aromatic sweet cider expertly blended
with exotic mango to create a mouth
watering tropical flavour.

£50.00 | SWEET

£50.00 | SWEET

20 LITRE BAG IN BOX · APPROX 35 PINTS
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LILLEYS OF SOMERSET
RED RABBIT 6.0%
A rich and fruity rustic cider bursting
with apple flavour.

LILLEYS OF SOMERSET
RUM CIDER 4.0%
Made from a blend of bittersweet and
medium apples. This unfiltered cider is
smooth and mellow with a hint of rum.

£42.00 | MEDIUM DRY

£50.00 | MEDIUM

LILLEYS OF SOMERSET
STRAWBERRY 4.0%

LILLEYS OF SOMERSET
MERRY MONKEY 4.5%

Easy drinking still strawberry cider made
with a blend of apple cider and
strawberry juice.

A medium scrumpy made with unfiltered
bittersweet apple, full of character with
a rich appley flavour.

£50.00 | MEDIUM DRY

£42.00 | MEDIUM

LILLEYS OF SOMERSET
APPLES & PEARS 5.2%

LILLEYS OF SOMERSET
BEE STING 6.8%

Made from 88% pear 12% apple sweet
in flavour with a mouth watering almost exotic
taste.

Sweet but incredibly refreshing with
a glorious fresh tasting pear flavour and
a wonderful pear aroma.

£42.00 | SWEET

£43.00 | SWEET

LILLEYS OF SOMERSET
COLIDER 4.0%

LILLEYS OF SOMERSET
CRAZY GOAT 6.8%

A collision between our crisp somerset
cider and our own premium cola. Smooth
and refreshing with hints of caramel.

A medium sweet mix of perry and cider
expertly blended giving it a mouth
watering juicy flavour.

£50.00 | MEDIUM SWEET

£41.57 | MEDIUM SWEET

LILLEYS OF SOMERSET
SUNSET 6.0%

LILLEYS OF SOMERSET
TROPICAL 4.0%

A rich and fruity rustic cider bursting with
apple flavour. Cloudy and Medium Sweet

Pink grapefruit, pineapple, mango & lime
all combine to make this a succulent thirst
quencher.

£42.00 | MEDIUM SWEET

£50.00 | SWEET

LILLEYS OF SOMERSET
WILD DOG 7.5%

PULP CIDER
APPLE 4.7%

A traditional vintage cider left alone to
ferment and mature, creating a more wild and
rustic cider.

This is a medium-dry, zesty,
bitter-sharp/bitter-sweet blend
with some dessert varieties.

£42.00 | DRY

£39.00 | MEDIUM DRY

PULP CIDER
MANGO & LIME 4.0%

PULP CIDER
RASPBERRY 4.0%

Fresh and fruity, the zing of the lime
meets the tropical sweetness of the
mango to create this taste explosion.

You’ll love this berry much! Real British
Raspberries create the fresh bite in
this medium cider.

£53.00 | SWEET

£53.00 | MEDIUM SWEET

20 LITRE BAG IN BOX · APPROX 35 PINTS
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PULP CIDER
RHUBARB 4.0%

SANDFORD ORCHARDS
DEVON RED 4.5%

A refreshing, zingy cider, delicately
flavoured with genuine
Yorkshire rhubarb.

Perfectly balanced, refreshing, medium cider
named after the rich red soil that gives our
orchards their distinctive quality.

£53.00 | MEDIUM SWEET

£43.00 | MEDIUM

SANDFORD ORCHARDS
DEVON MIST 4.5%

SANDFORD ORCHARDS
DEVON SCRUMPY 6.0%

Unfiltered and expertly blended to create a
medium, cloudy, session cider, bursting with
rich autumnal fruits, and a long satisfying finish.

Naturally cloudy, full-bodied and bursting
with character. Wonderfully rich apple leads
to a truly satisfying cider ‘bite’.

£43.00 | MEDIUM

£44.00 | DRY

SANDFORD ORCHARDS
VINTAGE 7.5%

SAXBY’S CIDER
BLACKCURRANT 3.7%

A smooth, rich and intricate flavour profile.
Only the finest juice can produce ciders
of this quality.

This is our classic take on cider and
black - bold and bursting with blackcurranty
flavour! Real cider. Real blackcurrant.

£48.50 | MEDIUM DRY

£53.00 | SWEET

SAXBY’S CIDER
ORIGINAL 5.0%

SAXBY’S CIDER
PLUM 3.8%

This is a well-balanced, crisp medium cider
with a fresh zingy start and a wonderful
appley finish.

A mouth-watering medley of mists and
mellow fruitfulness. It’s an eminently
drinkable, fresh, crisp fruit cider.

£46.00 | MEDIUM

£53.00 | SWEET

SAXBY’S CIDER
RHUBARB 3.5%

SAXBY’S CIDER
STRAWBERRY 3.8%

A light cider with a balance of sweetness
and acidity with a full rhubarb finish.

Real cider blended with real strawberries.
A symposium of subtle sweetness
and strawberry succulence.

£53.00 | SWEET

£53.00 | SWEET

SAXBY’S CIDER
TRADITIONAL 5.8%

SEACIDER
BOURBON BARREL AGED 6.9%

Meticulously matured in old oak barrels, the
result of which is a smooth, well-rounded balance
of cider apple tannins and sweetness.

This is a medium dry cider aged in Bourbon
Barrels for a year giving notes of Oak, Vanilla
and Bourbon.

£48.00 | MEDIUM

£52.00 | MEDIUM SWEET

SEACIDER
MARMALADE 4.0%

SEACIDER
BLUEBERRY INFUSED 4.0%

Made with Seville oranges and freshly
pressed dessert fruit. Sweet, refreshing
and bursting with flavour.

Made with the pure juice of fresh blueberries
and blended with Seacider Medium, this
cider is refreshing and packed with flavour.

£52.00 | MEDIUM SWEET

£52.00 | MEDIUM SWEET

20 LITRE BAG IN BOX · APPROX 35 PINTS
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SEACIDER
RASPBERRY RIPPLE 4.0%

HARDCORE SUSSEX 7.3%

This is a sweet cider with Raspberry
and vanilla notes that give you
a well-balanced fruity drink.

Full of flavour and strength! Choose
hardcore for a cider which packs
a punch.

£52.00 | MEDIUM DRY

£48.00 | DRY

SEACIDER
RHUBARB INFUSED 4.0%

SEACIDER
MEDIUM DRY SUSSEX 5.9%

Made from locally grown fruit. Pressed
to create a juicy fruit burst with tons
of refreshing flavour!

A fruity flourish gives way to a dry backbone.
All the Gala and Bramley flavour washing over
then a creeping dryness, refreshing the palate.

£52.00 | MEDIUM SWEET

£46.50 | MEDIUM DRY

SEACIDER
MEDIUM SUSSEX 4.6%

SEACIDER
PASSION FRUIT 4.0%

Bestselling cider from these guys.
A refreshing and easy drinking medium
cider made from sweet eating apples.

Sweet, light, fruity refreshing and delicious,
our craft artisan cider masterfully blended
with a touch of passion fruit.

£45.00 | MEDIUM

£52.00 | MEDIUM SWEET

SEACIDER
STICKY TOFFEE 4.0%

SEACIDER
WHITE PEACH 4.0%

A genuine taste of sticky toffee made
from caramel and apples ensure this number
is full flavoured and utterly delicious.

A fruity and refreshing blend of
our Medium Apple Cider
and White Peach.

£52.00 | MEDIUM SWEET

£52.00 | MEDIUM SWEET

SEACIDER
BLOOD ORANGE 4.0%

SEACIDER
LEMON MERINGUE 4.0%

Made with real blood oranges and
blended with Seacider Medium, this
cider is refreshing and packed with flavour

A genuine taste of lemon meringue
made from lemons and apples - creating
a delicious lemony cider!

£52.00 | MEDIUM SWEET

£52.00 | MEDIUM SWEET

SEACIDER
MANGO 4.0%

SEACIDER
BLACK CHERRY 4.0%

Made with real mango juice and blended
with SeaCider Medium, this cider is
refreshing and packed with juicy flavour.

Bursting with fruit and flavour. Made purely
from local black cherries and apple juice, this
old favourite is one of our best sellers.

£52.00 | MEDIUM SWEET

£52.00 | MEDIUM SWEET

SEACIDER
GINGERBREAD 4.0%

SEACIDER
BAKEWELL TART 4.0%

A moreish ginger bread flavoured
cider with a medium sweet finish.

£52.00 | MEDIUM SWEET

20 LITRE BAG IN BOX · APPROX 35 PINTS

SEACIDER

Cherry juice and almonds mixed with
delicious medium Sussex cider gives
a very moreish sweet tasting craft cider.

£52.00 | MEDIUM SWEET
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SEACIDER
CHRISTMAS PUDDING 4.0%

SEACIDER
MINCE PIE 4.0%

A cider that embodies Christmas by
infusing Christmas pudding into our
cider we create this festive drink!

An exciting combination of festive
treats and cider! The perfect way
to celebrate the coming months.

£52.00 | MEDIUM SWEET

£52.00 | MEDIUM SWEET

SEACIDER
HONEYCOMB 4.0%

SEACIDER
MANDARIN 4.0%

Cider infused with taste of
honeycomb, this cider will
have you buzzing!

Apple cider busting with the
flavour of mandarin oranges!

£52.00 | MEDIUM SWEET

£52.00 | MEDIUM SWEET

THATCHERS OF SOMERSET
STAN'S BIG APPLE 5.0%

THATCHERS OF SOMERSET
STAN'S CHEDDAR
VALLEY 6.0%

Crafted at Myrtle Farm, Stan’s Big Apple,
is a fresh, softly-rounded, full-bodied,
medium dry still cider.
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Traditional Somerset cider at its best.
A distinctive, robust, naturally cloudy cider.

£52.19 | MEDIUM

£55.19 | DRY
THISTLY CROSS
WHISKY CASK CIDER 6.9%

THATCHERS OF SOMERSET
STAN'S TRAD 6.0%

A gentle whisky flavour initially intermingles
with subtle, medium dry cider, giving way to
the distinctive full bodied flavour of the cask.

A mellow, naturally hazy,
smooth cider.

£55.19 | DRY

£49.00 | MEDIUM DRY

WESTONS OF LEDBURY
ROSIE’S PIG 4.8%

WESTONS OF LEDBURY
OLD ROSIE 6.8%

Rosie’s Pig is an easy drinking cloudy
cider with a fresh apple flavour with
hints of citrus and spice.

A truly old fashioned, full flavoured, apply,
cloudy scrumpy, with a well balanced
medium dry character.

£48.20 | MEDIUM

£53.80 | MEDIUM DRY

10L AVAILABLE FOR £28.29

10L

WESTONS OF LEDBURY

ROSIE’S PIG RASPBERRY 4.0%

10L WESTONS OF LEDBURY

A refreshing berry flavour with citrus
notes creates a well-balanced easy
drinking cider with a fresh finish

10L

ROSIE’S PIG RHUBARB 4.0%
Satisfyingly complex, slightly astringent
with a hint of citrus and a tart finish.

£28.29 | SWEET

£28.29 | SWEET

WESTONS OF LEDBURY

ROSIE’S PIG STRAWBERRY 4.0%

WESTONS OF LEDBURY
FAMILY RESERVE 5.0%

Well balanced with delicious strawberry
flavour and hints of added elderflower.

Mature and mellow taste of
bittersweet apples.

£28.29 | SWEET

£42.80 | MEDIUM

20 LITRE BAG IN BOX · APPROX 35 PINTS

